
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Lingo Learnلینگو لرن |  دانلود شده از وبسایت  
 

 

اند  روزی تلاش کردهنفره به صورت شبانه    15برای تهیه و تولید این فایل یک گروه  

تا با بالاترین کیفیت ممکن به دست شما برسد. از اینکه فایل را در اختیار شخص  

     دهید بسیار سپاسگزاریمدیگری قرار نمی
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Unit1 

1- MAKING PLANS  

3. is  

4. advice  

5. beans  

6. rice  

7. potatoes  

8. are  

9. vegetables  

10. are  

11. Is  

12. equipment  

13. batteries  

14. news  

15. stops  

16. clothing  

17. cold  

18. bothers  

19. bags  

 

2. HAPPY CAMPERS  

1.  

a. a little b. A few c. A little  

2.  
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a. a great deal of b. many c. a great deal of  

3.  

a. a b. much c. some d. many  

4.  

a. any b. How many c. How many d. How much e. enough f. How many g. enough  

5.  

a. a little b. a few c. a little d. few  

 

2. EDITING  

3.Mails -----> mail  

4.Birthday -----> birthday  

5.october -----> October  

6.many rain -----> much rain  

7.brave -----> Brave  

8.columbus -----> Columbus  

9.little coffee -----> a little coffee  

10.jewelries -----> jewelry  

11.electricities are -----> electricity is  

12.save them -----> it  

13. A few waters -----> a little water  
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2. LISTENING  

-Ingredients:  

3 cups of brown sugar  

1 cup of cornflakes  

1 cup of raisins  

-Shopping List  

butter  

oatmeal  

flour  

4 eggs  

chocolate chips  

 

Unit2 

1- MENU  

2. hotter than  

3. more expensive than  

4. spicier than  

5. less salty than  

6. milder than  

7. healthier than  

8. cheaper than  

9. oilier than  

10. less sweet than  

11. shorter than  
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2. THE MORE THE MERRIER  

2. the better the higher  

3. the smokier the worse  

4. the more crowded the noisier  

5. the saltier the better  

6. The bigger the harder  

 

2. MORE AND MORE  

2. That’s wrong. It’s getting more and more. expensive  

3. That’s right. It’s getting bigger and bigger.  

4. That’s right. It’s getting higher and higher.  

5. That’s wrong. It’s getting lower and lower.  

6. That’s right. It’s getting more and more popular.  

 

2. COMPARISONS WITH AS…  

2. not as crowded as  

3. not as big as  

4. not as cold as  

5. as hot as  

6. not as wet as  

7. not as windy as  

8. not as sunny as  
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3. EDITING  

2. Line 3: the better -----> better  

3. Line 4: that -----> than  

4. Line 5: small -----> smaller  

5. Line 6: much varied -----> more varied  

6. Line 7: as sweet from -----> as sweet as  

7. line 10: “less” interesting than  

8. line 10: Less tastier -----> less tasty  

9. line 11: deliciouser and deliciouser -----> more and more delicious  

 

2. LISTENING  

1. most practical: Winter Coat  

2. sweetest: Soap and Bubble Bath  

3. least expensive: Bracelet  

4. most romantic: Star  

5. silliest: Picture Frame  

 

Unit3 

1- STUDENT EVALUATION  

2. strictly 3. confidential 4. exceptional 5. interesting 6. carefully 7. easy 8. quickly 

9. interesting 10. highly 11. well  
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2- NOT ALL BIKES ARE EQUAL  

2. stops as slowly as  

3. doesn’t stop as quickly as  

4. shifts as easily as  

5. doesn’t shift as easily as  

6. doesn’t handle as well as  

7. handles as well as  

 

3- SPEED READING  

2.better  

3.faster  

4. less  

5. more rapidly  

6. harder  

7. more slowly than/slower than  

8. more clearly  

9. longer than  

10. more quickly  

11. as completely as  

 

4- THE ALL-AROUND ATHLETE  

3. the most slowly/ the slowest  

4. more slowly than/ slower than  

5. the farthest  
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6. faster than  

7. higher than  

8. the best  

9. the worst  

 

4- LISTENING  

4-1-5-3-2  

 

Unit4 

1- A POSTCARD HOME  

1.have been  

2. has been shining  

3. have been visiting  

4. I am staying/ I have been staying  

5. am going  

6. love  

7. will write  

 

2-THE FLEA MARKET  

2-4-8-5-6-1-3-7  

3- A WORLD TRAVELER  

1. has  

2. will find  

3.holds  
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4. has continued  

5. is focusing  

6. loves  

7. don’t believe  

8. travels  

9. goes  

10. keeps  

11. live  

12. will be  

13. is  

14. pleases  

 

4-EDITING  

2. Line 4: will get -----> get  

3. line 5: Am I happy? -----> Will I be happy?  

4. line 6: I’m -----> I have been  

5. line 8: are going -----> go  

6. line 10: are speaking -----> speak  

7. line 12: no ----->don’t  

8. line 13: are seeming -----> seem  

9. line 14: aren’t paying -----> don’t pay  

10. line 17: are thinking -----> think  

11. line 18: I’m not knowing -----> I don’t know  

12. line 19: are mentioning -----> mention  
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13: line 22: will see -----> see  

 

4-LISTENING  

1. T  

2. T  

3. F  

4. T  

5. F  

6. T  

7. F  

8. F  

9. T  

10. F  
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Unit5 

1- USING VERB TENSES  

2. Learned  

3. had been working  

4. came  

5. hadn’t passed  

6. was studying  

7. worked  

8. had passed  

9. established  

10. retired  

11. had been practicing  

12. used to contribute  

13. has been  

14. got  

15. had been taking  

16. got  

17. would take  

18. have been having  

19.got  

20. have been working  

21. used to work  

22. was working  

23. met  
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24. became  

25. arrived  

26. hadn’t expected  

27. would succeed  

 

2-BEFORE AND AFTER  

2. ‘d sleep  

3. ‘d usually go  

4. used to be  

5. used to live  

6. used to be  

7. ‘d spend  

8. used to be  

 

3- PLANS AND EXPECTATIONS  

2. I thought I’d probably feel just a little bit trapped.  

3. I thought that we were going to live in an apartment.  

4. I expected that there wouldn’t be as much money to spend.  

5. I hoped that we would be happy.  

6. I was sure that we were going to have a lot of fun together.  

7. I didn’t think I would be seeing as much of my buddies…  

8. I figured that we were going to be taking a lot of trips.  
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4- EDITING  

2. line 3: get -----> got  

3. line 4: has been -----> was  

4. line 4: get -----> got  

5. line: I’ve been -----> had been  

6. line 7: have been -----> were  

7. line 7: I’m going -----> I was going  

8. line 8: had not to -----> didn’t have to  

9. line 9: told -----> tell  

10. line 12: would have -----> had/have had  

 

4- LISTENING  

1. T  

2. T  

3. F  

4. T  

5. T  

6. F  

7. T  

8. F  

9. T  

10. F  
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Unit6 

1- IN THE YEAR 2020  

2.smells 3. Is smelling 4. are having 5. thinks 6. tastes 7. Has 8. Is having 9. Is 

helping 10. Is thinking 11. Is 12. Is being 13. Is having  

 

3- EDITING  

2.line 3: have only been knowing -----> have only known  

3. line 4: have been -----> are  

4. line 5: lived -----> has lived  

5. line 6: are having -----> have  

6. line 10: have been preparing -----> have prepared  

7. line 12: have prepared -----> have been preparing  

8. line 14: will helping -----> will be helping / am going to be helping  

9: I’m thinking -----> I think  

 

4- LISTENING  

1. F  

2. T  

3. F  

4. T  

5. T  

6. F  

7. F  
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8. F  

9. F  

10. T  

 

 

 

 

Unit7 

1- A NIGHT OF TV  

2. must  

3. A: ‘ve got to B: can  

4. B: be able to A: could  

5. couldn’t  

6. A: can’t B: ‘d better not  

7. must  

8. have got to  

 

2- WHAT COULD BE WRONG  

2. you don’t have to find out  

3. should I do  

4. we should/ought to talk  

5. I could/was able to hit  

6. I couldn’t/ wasn’t able to  

7. That couldn’t happen  
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8. you might stop  

9. you can’t know  

10. I must be crazy  

11. had better/must stop  

12. you may not /might not hit  

13. do I have to do  

14. you should try  

 

3- EDITING  

Last night’s “Medics” was awesome! I cried when Miles and Wing couldn’t to get 

get married in the emergency room because that really sick patient came in. Miles 

abled was able to save the patient’s life, but the priest had to leave, so they 

couldn’t had have the ceremony. Oh, well. There’s always next session.  

I just read I TV now that the actor who plays Dr. Miles might leave the show 

because of a contract dispute! He have has to be the most talented (and best-

looking!) actor around. I love him! They had better renew his contract, or I’ll stop 

watching.  

I think they ought to handle more social issues on the show. They could do some 

more episodes about AIDS or teen pregnancy. It’s good when a show be is able to 

entertain and educate at the same time.  

Last episode shows Dr. Miles shaking hands with a sick patient and then eating 

an apple without first washing his hands. Come on now! You must not don’t have 

to be a rocket scientist to know that you can get sick that way! The writers have 

had better check their facts!  
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Help! I just started watching “Medics” and I’m confused. Can anyone tells tell me 

what the relationship is between Tania and Jax? She can can’t be his mother, 

she’s much too young! I suppose she might be his sister, but I’m not sure that 

makes any sense.  

 

5- LISTENING  

2. she’s got to  

3. must not  

4. shouldn’t  

5. could  

6. should  

7. can  

8. should  

9. ‘d better not  

10. might be  

11. can’t  

12. have to  

13. might  

14. could  

15. T  

16. F  

17. T  

18. F  

19. F  
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Unit8 

1- DISCOVER THE GRAMMAR  

2. b  

3. a  

4. a  

5. b  

6. a  

7. b  

8. b  

 

2- ETHICS DISCUSSION  

2. should have  

3. shouldn’t have refused  

4. shouldn’t have taken  

5. should - have done  

6. might have sked  

7. could have paid  

8. ought to have worn  

9. should – have fired  

10. shouldn’t have  

11. should - have handled  

12. ought to have warned  

13. shouldn’t - have fired  
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3- GREAT REGRETS  

2. I might have warned him.  

3. I shouldn’t have eaten all the chocolate.  

4. She might have called.  

5. He could have offered to lend me some.  

6. I shouldn’t have jogged five miles yesterday.  

7. They shouldn’t have charged me for the plastic bag.  

8. I ought to have done the laundry yesterday.  

9. I should have invited her to the party.  

10. He might have sent me a card.  

 

4- EDITING  

2. line 3: might has -----> might have  

3. line 5: ought a -----> ought to  

4. line 7: of -----> have  

5. line 8: should handle -----> should have handled  

6. line 8: has -----> have  

 

5- LISTENING  

To Do:  

Homework  

Walk to work  

Make $100 bank deposit  
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Call Aunt Rose  

Go to supermarket  

Finish David Burns’s book  

 

6- WHAT A MESS!  

She should have closed the window.  

She should have cleaned up her room.  

She should have taken out the trash.  

She should have turned off the stove.  

 

 

 

 

 

Unit9 

1- ON THER OWN?  

2. could not have built  

3. had to have gotten  

4. could – have planned  

5. might have developed  

6. may have drawn  

7. could have designed  

8. could - have cut  

9. could – have moved  
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10. must not have known  

11. could have caved  

12. transported  

13. might have been  

14. may have lived  

15. could – have helped  

16. could – have visited  

17. written  

18. could have explored  

19. developed  

20. must have had  

 

2- NATURE PUZZLES  

2. Dinosaurs must not have survived the cold.  

3. A huge meteor might have hit the Earth.  

4. Dust from the crash may have blocked the sun for a long time.  

5. Ostman couldn’t have been kidnapped.  

6. He must have seen a bear.  

7. Ostman may have dreamed it.  

8. He could have thought his dream was real.  

9. The man must have changed the photograph.  

10. He might have seen a large fish.  

11. It may have been a dead tree trunk.  

12. He couldn’t have seen a dinosaur.  
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3- ARCHAEOLOGY 101  

2. They might have been.  

3.They could not have been.  

4. They might have.  

5. He couldn’t have.  

6. They may have.  

7. He might not have been.  

8. He must have.  

 

4- LISTENING  

1. e 2. f 3. c 4. b 5. d  

 

5- USEFUL OBJECTS  

2. They might have used it to fasten the two parts of their clothes.  

3. It’s a language from Mayan culture.  

4. It might have been a pencil.  

5. They might have fastened them under their shoes to be able to walk on ice or 

snow.  
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Unit10 

1. DOUBLE TROUBLE  

2. too  

3. neither  

4. did  

5. hadn’t  

6. didn’t  

7. either  

8. So  

9. but  

 

2. WE HAVE SO MUCH IN COMMON  

2. did I  

3. can I  

4. do too  

5. do I  

6. do I  

7. do I  

8. do I  

 

 

3. THE TWO BOBS  

2. but Bob Philips isn’t.  

3. and so does Bob Philips OR and Bob Philips does too.  
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4. and so does Bob Philips. OR Bob Philips does too.  

5. neither does Bob Philips . OR Bob Philips doesn’t either.  

6. and so does Bob Philips. OR Bob Philips does too.  

7. and so does Bob Philips. OR Bob Philips does too.  

8. but Bob Philips didn’t.  

9. and so has Bob Philips OR Bob Philips has too.  

10. but Bob Philips does.  

11. but Bob Philips didn’t.  

12. neither does Bob Philips OR Bob Philips doesn’t either.  

 

4. EDITING  

2. and he too -----> and he does too  

3. either -----> neither  

4. don’t -----> do  

5. but he not -----> but he isn’t 


